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than that from the bottom. Coarse gold forms a richer and stiffer amalgam than fine gold, for the reason already given on p. -13. At the two mills last named the value of the plate amalgam was 84.50 per oz., and that of the battery amalgam 88.50 per o%. According to Peplar,1 the amalgam caught on inside plates is of very low grade, on account of the large percentage of iron that amalgamates on them. Koskelley 2 found at the Robinson Dee]) Mine, where inside plates are not used, that 95 per cent, of the gold saved by amalgamation was caught within 3 feet of the top of the table.
Steaming and Scaling Amalgamated Plates.—In spite of ordinary cleaning-up, amalgam gradually accumulates as a hard scale on the plates, and is removed periodically by steaming or otherwise heating them before they are scraped. At the North Star Mill, California, the plates are occasionally immersed in boiling water so as to soften the amalgam before they are scraped. On the "Rand the plates are generally steamed and scraped every three or four months, according to Smart. "; Steaming is carried out by placing a wooden cover over the whole surface of the plate and introducing steam through a •J-ineh pipe in the middle for from 10 to 15 minutes. The .>over is then removed and the amalgam scraped from the whole of the surface before the plate cools/" :i Mercury is then applied to the plate -while it is still warm. The plates are sometimes " sweated ?? in California by heating them over a wood lire, before they are scraped. At the Empire. Mill, (.<russ Valley, California, the sweating of the outside and apron plates of four batteries produced bullion to the value of 811UKK).1 These plates hud been in use for eighteen months, and the ore which had been run over them averaged 18 dwts. of free gold per ton. After scaling and sweating, the plates may require replating, especially if they are scoured with sand t.o help in, the removal of the amalgam. In course of time they are worn out, the copper becoming brittle and worn into holes, but they usually contain enough gold when discarded to pay for a new set.
Several methods are in use for recovering the gold from old plates. For example, they may be dissolved in nitric- acid, when the gold is left nearly pun1. A more, economical method of detaching the gold, much used in Australia, is described bv \V. M'Cutchcon/' as follows :-• The plate is placed on the heartli of a, reverberatory furnace, or on a fire made with logs in the open air, and the mercury <>xpelled ut a gentle heat, if the temperature is too high, the gold sinks into the copper ut once, and the copper must then be dissolved. After the mercury has been driven oil, the plate appears to-be more or less coated with gold on one side. This surface is treated with hydrochloric acid for eight or ten hours, and the plate is then replaced on the hearth and exposed to a dull red heat until well blackened. On plunging it into cold water, the gold now scales oil*, and is collected and freed from copper by boiling in nitric acid.
The method in use on the .Rand for scaling plates before putting them aside is described by 1. Eoskelley*1 as follows :—A mixture of ^ Ib. sal-ammoniac, 1 Ib. nitre, I II). hydrochloric acid, and a pint of water is applied to the plate with a soft brush, and allowed to stand for about fifteen minutes.
1  Peplar, ./. ('hem. Met. and M-ny. »S'w. «/.S'. -4/V/m, May, 1W4, p. 402.
2  RoHkelley, op. c.it., Feb. 1904, p. 287.
3  Smart, Rand Melitt/urtftfttl Prnrtu'e,   vol. i,» p. 84. * Eitjhth Report t'al. Mate AT/wm^x/M, 1888, p. 714.
6 Private communication.                                             a KoHkclley, foe. n't.

